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Slices 
Because they‘re simply delicious, our slices come in 
nine different flavours: from Gouda Style over Cheddar 
Style to Goat Style – there‘s something for everyone!

PU: 8 x 150 g

Gouda Style Mild in taste following the 
style of a young gouda

Item nr. 
9513

Mediterranean Aromatically refined with
mediterranean herbs

Item nr. 
9515

Cheddar Style Mildly seasoned following the
style of an english cheddar

Item nr. 
9514

Smoked For everyone who
likes it savoury

Item nr. 
9516

Goat  Style Typical in flavour following the
taste of a classic goat cheese

Item nr. 
9553

Fenugreek Intensive nutty flavour with 
lots of fenugreek

Item nr. 
9558

Pepper Delightfully peppery with
whole black peppercorns

Item nr. 
9559

Grilled Cheese 
Style

Intensly creamy and
perfect for melting

Item nr. 
9551

Truffle Style Deliciously refined with 
luxurious truffle flavour

Item nr. 
9511

Grated 
Our grated alternatives, such as Mozzarella Style and Gouda Style, 
are perfect for topping casseroles and pizzas. Our flavourful Parmesan 
Style on the other hand finishes pasta and gnocchi to perfection.

PU: Gouda Style & Mozzarella Style: 5 x 150 g
      Parmesan Style: 6 x 100 g

Gouda Style Perfect for casseroles
and gratinating

Item nr. 
9550

Mozzare�a Style Heavenly mild and
perfectly melting

Item nr. 
168

Parmesan Style Ideal for pasta and 
refining salads

Item nr. 
153

Wedge 
The italian classic finally in vegan 
and to grate yourself. The Parmesan 
Style wedge delivers dolce vita on 
the plate.

PU: 6 x 150 g

Parmesan Style

Item nr. 169

Blocks 
Classically good: Our slices as a block. Perfect for grating or 
finishing a vegan cheese platter.

PU: 8 x 200 g

Gouda Style Mild in taste following the 
style of a young gouda

Item nr. 
9434

Mediterranean Aromatically refined with
mediterranean herbs

Item nr. 
9436

Cheddar Style Mildly seasoned following the
style of an english cheddar

Item nr. 
9439

Smoked For everyone who 
likes it savoury

Item nr. 
9437

With 
calcium
& v i

B12

Some products are currently not available with international packaging. Please contact us!



Greek Style 
Our feta substitute convinces in fully Greek style and is fermented like 
the original. It is perfect for salads, casseroles or simply for snacking.

PU: 8 x 150 g

Plain Original taste with authentic 
consistency

Item nr. 
7694

Herbs Our original with a lot of
mediterranean herbs

Item nr. 
7695

Deli salads 
Without meat, but with delicious meat substitute, that leaves nothing 
to be desired.

PU: 6 x 150 g

Meat  Salad
Alternative

As a side dish or snack,
perfect with fresh bread

Item nr. 
9490

Budapest  Salad
Alternative

For dipping, snacking 
or picnicking

Item nr. 
9491

Creamy Spreads 
Perfect as a spread and dip, as well as refining sauces and other
dishes. Almond-based.

PU: 6 x 150 g

Plain Pure nature: Delicately
creamy and mild in taste

Item nr. 
9492

Herbs Mediterranean with a lot 
of garden herbs

Item nr. 
9493

Bell Pepper Slightly spicy & perfectly creamy
Item nr. 
9488

Brie Style
Our brie made from 
regional rapeseed 
and potatoes.

PU: 5 x 125 g

Brie S tyle
Item nr. 

413

Some products are currently not available with international packaging. Please contact us!

Creamy Rolls 
Almond-based cream cheese rolls! Fine-creamy 
consistency and therefore ideal as a spread on bread.

PU: 5 x 100 g

Bell Pepper Mild & sweet
Art.Nr. 
9461

Chives Fresh & flavorful
Art.Nr. 
9467

Mediterranean & aromatic
Art.Nr. 
9460

Savoury & peppery
Art.Nr. 
9466



Dressing
Hooray for your favourite salad! Our
vegan dressing „Nordic“ makes 
every salad just a little bit bedda. 

PU: 6 x 250 ml

Nordic
Item nr. 

9561

Sauce 
The perfect companion for the asparagus 
season! The creamy consistency also makes 
it suitable for gratinating and on pizza.

PU: 6 x 230 ml

Item nr. 
8520

Dips 
Incomparably delicious and versatile to use. Without eggs. 

PU: 6 x 250 g

Perfect as a topping, dip or
for refinement

Item nr. 
9565

Garlic Aioli Delicious with potatoes, 
chips and sandwiches

Item nr. 
9629

Tartar Sauce Ideal with grilled food, salads or
as a dip for vegetables

Item nr. 
9628

Oat Milk Drinks 
Ideal refreshment on the go in two flavours. Organic quality and 
Fairtrade certified. Can be left unrefrigerated.

PU: 12 x 235 ml

Coffee With fair trade coffee – 
ideal for iced coffee

Item nr. 
148

Chocolate A feast for chocolate fans in the
convenient, sustainable Cartocan

Item nr. 
149

Desserts 
Our sweeties. We are completely in love and spoon 
until there is nothing left.

PU: 6 x 150 ml 

Chocolate Pudding For those with a sweet tooth – 
intensely chocolaty

Item nr. 
9494

Whipping Cream Unsweetened with original consistency,
ideal for refining desserts

Item nr. 
9584

Some products are currently not available with international packaging. Please contact us!



What we love
about ? 

 

Obviously, apart from the extra delicious taste?

For sure: the unbeatable variety! It all started with our cheese
alternatives. Since they turned out so well, we gradually moved 

on to our next favourite products in the refrigerated section.

And voilà: From spread, to feta, all the way to hollandaise. 
Almost no wish remains unfulfilled.

When will you try bedda?


